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Dai takes Kaoru to a Sex-Shop and fucks him non-stop.
Kaoru’s ass hurts and he looks after the birds.
Suddenly the birds fly away but Kaoru has to stay.
This makes him very sad so he fucks Dai in mother’s bed.
Then mother comes into the room and threaten them with the spoon.
So they go out shopping while they were popping.
And on their way home they see an alligator, so they interrupt to fuck again later.
Kaoru and Dai meet [Name] and invite him to their game.
He finds Dais secret tattoo which shows a shoe
and Dai says it is from a professional store
but in reality it is the memory of a whore.
While they were quarrelling Kyo comes in and fucks Shin.
Kaoru runs away and doesn’t mind of Dais command to stay.

Toshiya was very alone and climbs on the dome to finish his live.
So he jumps down and falls onto a wife.
The wife was dead and Toto says ‘fuck! Why I don’t have luck?”
The death of the woman makes her man very sad
but Kaoru takes her man with him in his bed.
He says to him “you won’t be sad again, because now I’m your man!”
Dai catches them red-handed
and he says Kaoru in a poem “You are the one and only and without you I’m so lonely!”
But Kaoru hits Dai in his eye
and then Dai started to cry but Kaoru only says goodbye.

From that time on Dai was very high.
So he comes into the prison because of this reason
and there he wants to stay because he is so gay.
There was a nice cop and Dai everyday gets a good blow job.
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Fu*kin Lovestory

Kaoru and the widower live together … forever.

tbc ... ????
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